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A precedent made
May, like a mountain, endure
Or vanish like dew.
Edward Hess, winner ofABA legal haiku challenge

PART ONE: THREE SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS
Word Limit: 350 words per question
Recommended Time: One Hour

1.

"There are those who say, as did Justice (then Judge) Cardozo, that under our constitutional ... doctrine 'the criminal
is to go free because the constable has blundered ... (citation omitted). In some cases this will undoubtedly be the
result ... [t]he criminal goes free, if he must, but it is the law that sets him free. Nothing can destroy a government
more quickly than its failure to observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence." What

is the source and context of this quotation, and its significance for the issues in this course?

2.

Constitutional guarantees are meaningful constraints on Government methods of investigation only to the extent
that the Government wishes to introduce evidence. In the context of the Fifth Amendment privilege against self
incrimination, this refers to unwarned statements. Please discuss your understanding of this point and provide
examples.

3.

The Court has repeatedly rejected opportunities to inquire into the subjective state of mind of individual officers.
What is the purpose of this doctrine, and does it have any exceptions? Please discuss your understanding of this
point and provide examples.
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PART lWO: ESSAY QUESTION
Essay Question

Recommended Time: Two Hours
Word Limit: None

While parked on the side of 1-10, Officer Polite of the Arizona State Patrol saw a truck pass by with a Spanish name that
he did not recognize. 1-10 is the southernmost transcontinental highway in the Interstate Highway System of the United
States. It stretches from the Pacific Ocean at State Route 1 (Pacific Coast Highway) in Santa Monica, California to
Interstate 95 in Jacksonville, Florida. Arizona is a state that borders Mexico. Officer Polite was just outside of the city of
Phoenix, Arizona about 175 miles from the border with Mexico. He didn't notice any violations of the vehicle code. Officer
Polite stopped the truck because he didn't recognize the markings or the company name.

After stopping the truck, Officer Polite asked Del Rio, the truck's driver, for his license, registration permits, and
immigration permits. Arizona Revised Statutes require police officers to check the immigration status of anyone whom
they arrest and allows police to stop and arrest anyone whom they believe to be an illegal immigrant. This statute was
found to be constitutional by the US Supreme Court. The US Supreme Court noted that "it would be inappropriate to
assume (the Arizona statute) will be construed in a way that creates a conflict with federal law." Del Rio did not have any
documentation of his immigration status, and possessed a Mexican driver's license.

Officer Polite politely asked Defendant Del Rio to step outside his truck and as Officer Polite was arresting Del Rio, a
second officer, Officer Pleasant and his dog Pug arrived on the scene. Polite proceeded to arrest Del Rio without
providing Miranda warnings. Pug (the dog) sniffed the perimeter of the vehicle, alerting at the rear of the trailer. Pug is a
breed that has rarely been used in drug detection, and this Pug, in particular, has had a regrettably low "hit" rate. But he
was definitely excited by something in the back of the truck. Officer Polite asked for permission to search the back of the
truck. Del Rio looked at Pug (the dog), and then at Officer Polite and said "abogado." Abogado means "lawyer" in
Spanish. Officer Polite is a fluent Spanish speaker.

Perhaps mindful of Pug's shortcomings, Officer Pleasant called the nearby federal Drug Enforcement Agency and asked
DEA officers to meet them at the station house in Phoenix. Polite then told Pug to take Del Rio to the station house in
Phoenix while he searched the truck.

While searching the truck, Polite found 42 kilograms of cocaine inside locked footlockers in the trailer portion of the truck.
Officer Polite opened the footlockers on the spot.

At the police station, after booking, Officer Pleasant handed Del Rio over to the DEA Agent for questioning. The DEA
agent told Del Rio that he would be deported to the southernmost portion of Mexico unless Del Rio revealed his sources.
No Miranda warnings were given. Del Rio told the agent in perfect English that he knew the government couldn't use
unwarned statements against him, stated that he was a mule in a large cocaine smuggling operation and he named his coconspirators in the US and Mexico. Then Del Rio asked for a deal granting him immunity from prosecution. The DEA
agent thanked Del Rio for his cooperation. Then the DEA agent returned Del Rio to the Arizona patrol agents Polite and
Pleasant who had been listening to the unwarned statements of Del Rio to the DEA. Polite and Pleasant provided Del Rio
with Miranda warnings, and began to interrogate him as to all the particulars he had just confessed to the DEA agent
moments before. They didn't inform Del Rio that they had been listening to his conversation with the DEA agent. Del Rio
repeated his confession, stating that he had made a deal with the DEA for immunity.
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Del Rio's counsel at trial moved for suppression of the cocaine and all incriminating statements. The DEA has denied any
agreement for immunity.

Please discuss all issues relevant to suppression of the evidence, and be sure to argue both sides.

END OF EXAM
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Answer-to-Question-_1_

"Criminal goes free .... at the expense of who though ... the law sets him free"

1.

The source of this quote comes from Mapp. Mapp created the exclusionary rule &
applied it to the states via the due process clause. Mapp overruled Wolf, which held that
the 4a would only be applied to the federsl govt. The significance is the exclusionary rule
[rule] gave defendants whose 4a rights had been violated an real remedy, not some
insubstantial protection. The rule is the imperative of ju~~~-~~!ll!egt"ity, making sure the
judiciary abides by the guidelines of the constitution. Without abiding by the rules of the
charter, the U.S. is a nation of men, not laws. The quote stems from the judiciary not
acting in unclean hands, being complicit in the unconstitutionals that it claims to uphold.

---~·-·
In addition, Mapp is grounded in reason and provides a defendant whose rights have been

violated by the 4A (and Miranda rights) that there will be a significant remedy (exclusion
of evidence obtained in violation of the 4a). The exclusionary rule's principle effect has
been to deter police misconduct. It was grounded in principles of deterring judicial

------·---······-- ..

misconduct, judicial integrity, and providing a remedy for defendants. The rule was
designed to give meaning to 4a violations, so that the 4a would not be form over
substance and providing a meaningful deterrence goal on police misconduct.

J

/
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However, some argue that the exclusionary rule (as harlan did in mapp) is not in the
constitution and that it is a judicial fiction. He argues that the exclusionary rule prohibits
probative and reliable evidence from ever getting to the jury. Additionally, Harlan argues
-----------------~-----~·---------··

'

that the exclusionary rule is power over reason and should not be applied to the states via
-----~------·

the 14a. In additi~n, ~exclusionary rule has been stripped of its initial goals: the

-

only purpose today-

behinc!_t.Q.~ruleis.deterr~n~_pf.pglice
misconduct. The scope of the
__
..

----~

--

...,._~~

,

•.

-- -

--·

/

rule has been chipped away by the attentuation, independent source, inevitable disvoery,
good faith excepton, standing, and impeachment. The rule does not have the same force
as when Mapp was created. This quote relates to the dueprocess model: ~nsuring
substantial individual rights and freedoms.

2.

This quote ties directly into the "rule" above. Constitutional guarantees, such as the
exclusionary rule and Mapp [which may always be overturned], are only beneficial when
the police intend to prosecute. For

-------- ... ·---

example~~e;i~~'is a tool of law enforcement
'----------

[//

'·

that is not c~::~-th~~a. If the police ar0 ifOtinterested in criminal prosecution or ar~ /.,//
not in the process of gathering evidence/contraband of a crime, the constitutional
remedies have no teeth.

_/

..............
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If police are not concerned with prosecution or confessions, but rather getting the bigger
~---

,fish

·-·--

oro~~~~~~~· the un~,a;;ed,s~~~;~or ~~c~obtained in

'-------------

violation of the 4a or 5a are of no concern. The problem is that since the 4a is grounded
in notions if privacy {privacy is the right to be let alone] and as soon as police invade the
person's 4a rights, the damagae is done. But, if police are in a peace-keeping mode and
have no issue with not using the evidence, the person's violated rights go w/o a remedy.

Under 5a miranda land, if a person is subject to relentless coercive practices and mental
~------·~~,

pressure (and maybe physical pressure] and the police don't care about the statement but
only where that evidence leads because no fruits under miranda, the person's rights are "'-,
violated with no remedy. In other words, ~ividua~ has~~~bility to utilize the
I
I
r
exclusionary rule against the govt at trial. VtM (
I ~ ~<-' ¥ff;;.l.f

1

J

o-e.rc

The exclusionary rule {and miranda warnings under the 5a] are only as useful as the
police's desire to obtain a criminal conviction. If the police violate the 4a by an
unreasonable search but have no desire to prosecute the individual who's rights were
violated, the police have no deterrence to violate persons rights.

The 4a is designed to impsoe significant limitations on police investigatory powers. But,
when police engage in conduct such as peace-keeping [not subject to 4a]. the individual's
rights may be violated with no viable remedy. Although the person may seek civil
damages, these remedies are highly illusory with sovereign immunity. Thus, under the 5a,
unwarned statements that are the product of coercion, compulsion, and unrelentless
interrogation techniques are excluded. But, if the police have no desire to prosecute, the

v,,../
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persons rights are already violated. Once privacy is violated, one cannot unring a bel. The
exclusionary rule and miranda are only as strong as the police's desire to prosecute.

3.

The purpose of this doctrine is principally to protect officer discretion. By not inquiring
into the subjective state of mind, we not only protect officer discretion, but uphold
principles of the crime control model [the efficient/expeditious disposition of suspects].

,______

·-.. . . . .

H---~~

~_.__

.,.,.__.....,.._~---..-">' ......... o

_ _ ,,._r,,,_,.._......_,,~b.<_--"'V~-~-

~ ...

__ .,..,..._,._

,.,_ .... -

·-

,--.<o!OW>-

Thus, there is no pre-text doctrine under the 4a. This prevents courts from assessing the
~------~. ---"----··"

--

_,

-~-

.. --...

,

~-~-~~......:.-~---. ""·-------------------------------~~

state of mind of the officer to assess why the police did what they did. This ties back into
_

----~~-----·-----~~-~_..-------......_...__.,., _..~ ....

·-

. .. ~---

__.__, ...,___

protecting the officer's discretion whe~..~~-!s_J~.!h~.cor:n.:petit.i~~-~usin~s~ ?L!~~~!E~~~.~.~!
-----

--

"-

--

---

-- --

····-~-

·-

- ........ ~---~--

~

crime and in crime prevention/detection mode.

The main purpose is to enable officers to make
an~l_.irlferencesJh~.t ar~p<ifticl!_la_r: _a~? ~p~~.l~-

s~judgments

in the field based

o~~

The exceptions to this general rule is first

the Terry stop exception to the warrant requirement. In the terry stop analysis, there is an
objective and subjective inquiry. The subjective inquiry looks into the officer's
experience, knowledge, and expertise of his locality. Thus, to a certain degree, courts
assess slightly the intent of the officer at the the inferences are drawn. On the other hand,
there is an objective inquiry. courts look to what a reasonable officer in that officer's
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shoes would have behaved in that particular situation. Again, this incorporates the
subjective factors of the officer.

Another example is in 5a miranda land. The scrupulously honored test under ....._,
mosley
when a suspect invokes his right to counsel utilizes principles inquiring into the
subjective state of mind of the police officer. Under the

s~rupulously__!l_q_Jl~.!:~~. test,

courts

look to the intent of the officer to determine if the officer know that a particular defendan~

) ( y/

was particularly susceptible to a certain colloquy or if the police are privy to info that
would lead them to believe the defendant is certain tendencies that could be weakened by
police tactics. Courts will look into these subjective factors only in the context of the 4a /
and 5a.

The reason courts do not want to ascertain the subjective state of mind is because it
protects officer discretion. In the business of crime detection and prevention, it allows
officers to make quick-second judgments based on intuition, experience, knowledge,
educ~_tion withou.t those j~dgll1.~_n!.~.b.~in_g_qy~_H!oningJ2y.Qdense.counsel. We want the

police to abide by the constutution but also have certain abilities to utilize subjective
factors. It is the balance that the 4a takes with protecting privacy rights and regulating
police conduct to protect the public.

~)

I

I
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Answer-to-Question-_2

The 4A has two clauses: the reasonableness clause and the warrant clause. The
reasonablenedd clause just states that all searches and seizures under the 4a must be
reasonable. The warrant clause states that no warrant shall issue but upon probable cause
particularly describing the places to be searches and the persons or things to be seized.
The 4a analysis has been traditionally been divided into two approaches: the traditional
approach and the contemporary approach.

The traditional approach will be the first part of the analysis. First, is there a search or
seizure within the meaning of__!}l_e_~a? A search has been define~s a two part-,
.....
....
.... _-:----test: did the defendant have a reasonable expectation of privacy and is this reasonable/1

--

..._~..,._,._._,..----~-·~

'

.-----"-~

expectation of privacy one that society is willing to recogni~~=r~.cJ.tL~-i~.J~wil~
argue that he had a subjective expectation of privacy in his truck. He will argue that he \
.......----~·~---·-·

~·had an expectation of privacy while driving on open thoroughfares. Is this one that

society is willing to accept as reasonable? R will argue that society can expect to have
one's "effects" protected while driving on open thoroughfares because one owns the

c~

and because a car is a sacred entity. However, Th;;t~te will argue that cars have a
...~._____../
diminshed expectation of privacy. Cars, once on the road, are not a part of a home [which
has the utmost expectations of privacy} and the state will argue this expectation of
privacy [driving on open road] with drugs is not one society is willing to recognize.
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Traditionally, the courts have stated that cars have heavily reduced expectations of
privacy. Thus, R's arguments that he has an expectation of privacy and one that society is
willing to accept as reasonable is likely to fail.
~--~~

The next issue is ~-dog search; 'The courts have stated that a dog sniff is not a search .

. ·-...________ /

-----==-------~-~-------····

Because dogs are considered sui generis, dogs are an efficient means of police

investiga~~~ ~;~~r~ ~~1~-~~~ue that the dog sniff was an illegal search. R will
argue that the dog sniff prolonged the length of the search, which is the only limiting
----~-----------..·------·--·------·----factor utilizing dogs in police investigations. R will argue that as soon as officer polite [p]
stopped R in his truck, he needed to use the dog in the reasonable scope of the search. R
will argue that P prolonged the search by elicting the help of officer pleasent.

However, based on the facts, it does not app_ear that P prolonged the leng!h of the stop
unreasonably past the duration of a legitimate

s~ill argue that the stop was

was lawful and was not an unconstutional
search.
legitimate and that the use of the pug
_____..
_,_
.
..,. __ ,_..
>'--......·~-..--

~-

The state is likely to win on this argument because as long as the police didn't prolong the /

V

.'

search {even though the dog's hit rate was low], the use of the dog was probably
constitutional and not considered a search.

Assuming that there was a
'

----~-~----

-

searc~

within

~I_!leail.~g_of !h~

-~~-----......-

4a, the next question is

.

whether the state was acting pursuant to an arrest warrant or search
warrant or ...falling
..............

. . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . ._ _

,...._..,._~.--.- ... ~~,......J<~ .......- - _ _ , . •• ,_....-.WO--~<

under a well-delineated exception.

~·- , __..__...-.,..,.,..., .• ~..y,...._ ___

~··>~"'·--'-

_f.l··-~1-- -~-~

1 ./

~
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\

Here, it does not appear from the facts that the state was acting pursuant to a
However, the state had a statute that stated thatr an office may check the

·-----------

~---__...--

. . _.,

_. .

warran~

imrnigrati~l

-----~---··~~..

status of anyone whom they arrest and allow police stop and arrest anyone whom they
r~,ft-"",.,.

.._._.._

.

-·-~·

\.

believe to be an illegal immigrant. Thus, as long as the officers ha.d_p.c. to stop D, the

4~ l-·

seizure will not be unconstitutional.

1

/

caus~-to...s.t.Qp~D· Probable cause [p.c.]
-----.:o..----

Here, the next question is whether P had probable

is defined as facts and inferences [untainted] sufficient to establish a fair probability of

--------------------

crime or evidence of contraband in the mind....oJ··-...--of a',,...,.,.._,.._,
man..-. of reasonable caution [brinegar]
.
.
.--< ~~-----·---~- .~.....-""'....- - .... -.;.

p.c. is a non-te~chniqll <;onunon sense approach that

--- .. ......--..---.:o>o.---.~

is__based _o~ the tota.lity of th.e

circums~~c~.s. The issue is whether P had p.c. to lawfully stop. Her~ill argue that
the police did not have sufficient p.c. to stop him. He will argue that the officers didn't

·

notice any violations ofthe vehicle code nor any other suspicious markers. D will argue/

J

that based on Gates and Brinegar, the state did not have sufficient facts to warrant
stopping D to establish a fair

prob~~ilityg_f _crime

i

in the mind of a man of reasonable

\

caution. The only thing the officer had against D was that the officers couldn't recognize}
I

any of the markings or the company name.

c~;)m argue that based on brinegar and gates and because p.c. is a _tJ_ex~le
standard that encompa<>ses a totality_2! the circumstances, the state did have p.c. to stop
----------"~---~ .

D. The state will argue that the~:!atute [~is constittutional] allowed the police/
to ~ull over anyone they believe to be an il1~ga~-~~nt. Because the courts do not (
engage in a subjective analysis of the officer's state of mind, the state will argue that

)

(v)
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based on the statute and the the officer's experience in the locality and knowledge, he at
least satisfied the level of p.c. nee.ded for the constitutional level. Additionally, the state

·-·-·--··-- .... - - .... -

. - .. -

will argue that if one

-

.

.

r·

conducted~ed on the individual's interest and the-

protecting the safety of its citizens from illegal immigrants and drugs and arms dealings
and the minimal amount of intrusion of a police car stop weigh in favor of p.c being
established and allowing this to be considered a lawful seizure.

Because judicial determinations post-hoc are favorable to the police based in the locality
and circumstances familiar to local police, a judge will weigh the evidence de novo on
~

~

--

review based on omelas. A magistrate would likely conclude that there was enough p.c.
[or at least reaosnbale suspicion] to pull over D based on the flexible standard established
by the language of th statute.
~-----

However.,}2 coul~-~-~e that the sta~~~!l_gi ves ..P_<?!J5:~.th~-~Q!Utx..to_ask1Qr
--~

documentation after arrest. Thus, D could argue that the police did not have p.c. to stop
him even for the traffic violation. He would argue that the police noticed no traffic
violations nor other suspicious behavior, other than the unrecognized markings on the
truck. Although courts never inquire into the state of mind, D could argue that the police
racially profiled him and pulled him over with no cause. In any event, courts will likely
conclude that the police had p.c.

~-
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Assuming that this is a search and seizure within the meaning of the 4a, the next issue is
wg~thertb.~ .~tat~

was. acting pur.suant to .a w~agt QJ,J.alling. under an.~~£-e.lllion....j}ased on

the traditional framework, katz laid the foundation that the arrest warrant or search
warrant is the gold standard. Thus, anything conducted outside the judiciaLP!~-e_~s_i~ per
~-=-----·---·--····-·-·

,._.....~--·--

'

····-

se ~m.~~~~~ale~l!Q<?.h::t ..t~~-e w~_all~~25.~eptions. Here, the state will argue that it first
falls under the arrest exception [which will lead into the search incident to arrest
~

--~tion].

..---~--

The arrest exception states that as long a-~~~ice_h~v~p.c._ th~~~~l!S.P~~t has

violated a crime [even a minor statute], they may arrest and detain that person.
------~---- -~-~ -~--'~ Ar•-• - - - --·-•-<+""",_.,_,__. ~----- ... ~· --'"'~-

,_,_,.__-

~ •-~ •

~. •

'

-~•• "'-"'_.,..-~·~·

Here, as soon as the police as police asked D for his documentation, he did not obtain it.
This act constituted a violation of the state stan:_te.fld this would estabish [~ter]
/

..

~

that the police could arrest D for evc:_~ino(gaffic;)tiQlattQf.l. D will argue that the
police undertook a pre-textual stop and before he was pulled over, the police did not have
enough p .. c or reasonbable suspicion to pull him over. Agains, as outlined supra, the
courts will likely lean towards the state in this proposition.

The next issue is whether the police were falling under an exception to the warrant
requirement. Here, the first exception would b'e·s~;rch incident to ~es.fUnder the
<>

traditional framework of analysis, it is

importa~t-toassess the scop~ ~nd limits of the

exceptions and limiting factors on police conduct. A search incident to arrest is allowed
as long as it follows Chimel!Gant principles.

Assuming that the arrest is valid, a search incident to arrest, as established by Gant,

V
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V

allows a coR.!? searcQ_a vehic.!_:. incident to arrest as long as he has p.c. to believe that

-..

.-

~><~-

Gant is a limiting principle on police behavior and limited the belton rule, which allowed
the police to search anywhere and everywhere inside a car subject to arrest. This
exception is grounded in notions of officer safety and destruction of evidence.

Qn

argue that he

V

was_~!~~~n_being an illega~igrant and that by

searching the rear of the vehicle, this exceeded the scope of the search. Additionally, R
will argue that he was ~~ fr~~-~: ~<<_I!-~~~ ~-~31~~~ pr_~sip_l~s

?!..9ffi<:.~~ s~~ety :v_~re_not

~·

existent. R should assert that the police extended the search of the vehicle and violated
the limiting principles of Gant and Chime! by using a dog to find evidence of drugs. R
will also argue that since officer p asked for permission to search the back of the truck,
that this is evidence that the police did not have p.c. to extend to search to the rear of the
vehicle.

R will also argue that the police did not have p.c. to open the footlocker. He will first
. . . . . . ._ __

~----r--,_-,

._,.__J''"-··'-'-~

..

~._..._a.,_.""""''~-__..,

""'"""-' ... --'·~

··--··

assert that the dog was defective and based on the low hit rate, the dog was appropriate to
be used in these circumtances based on the intelligence and hit rate of the dog. R will
argue state that police impermissibly extended the search with the use of a dog where
otherwise the police could not search. R will state that the use of the dog extended the
search beyond its constitutional underpinning under gant.

The state will argue that it did not exceed the length and scope of the search as define by

{v)
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gant {and where chimel discussed the principle in the context of a home]. Here, the state
will argue that based on the analysis above with the pug, the state did not extend the

V

'"".

limits of the search. More important, ~~:Vj.l}'argue that th~k g~_:~~~_p.c.
[or contributed to p.c.] to beleive that drugs

-~--------~------ .........

w~~t!

--- ---~----···

ip_J.he.car. The state will claim that the

search incident to arrest exception allowed the police to search for anything based on p.c.
for the arresting offense. Thus, as soon as the dog barked and hinted towards drugs in the
~----

-- .. -.. - .

.

-

..

I ._/
1

truck, the police had the ability to enter into the back of the truck to seize the footlocker.
.

.

-

'

----~

.

-·

-

-

On the othe~~2-~~i1l argue that the polic~_::~:~.~-s~~~h

•'

-·

-

-·--~~

\X,'~~~!lJ-to_.op.en the

---. -·

--

"·-

footlocker in the back of the truck. D will argue that even though didn't search the
compartment of the truck, they violated his 4a rights they searched the back of th~-~ck
based on nothing related to his arrested offense. D will also state that the state did not
have p.c. to open th~®ifocke~ecause their incriminating nature was not apparent. D

. .....

""--...,...,_

...-

~- ,..,,.··

will argue that the police were meddling around with innocent effects of Del Rio. D will

argue that the search of the footlocker extended the scope of a permissible search incident
to arrest.

But, the state will claim that since the dog was utilized in an appropriate manner, the
evidence found in the rear of the truck was lawfully seized. The state will argue that the
search was valid based on the use of the dog and on Gant and Chimel. Since the state
utilized the dog in an appropriate manner and did not extend the limits of the search, it
should likely win.

rv:J
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The next issue under the exceptions to the warrant requirement is that the state could

clai~~-~ist~asonableness exception. Based on the reasonableness clause of
·"'-...__--~~i*d----··-·-·-•r·----v ..• '...•· ~'-·

the 4a and the legitimate need for state involvement in certain sectors of private and -..
public life, the

po;:~-~~~~~~~-;~ll-in~l~~~ ~ith-~~ ·~~ci~~ne~ds ~~~~;ti:~ -t~·~-~e warra}t
i

r

requirement.

\
i

\

\

!I

Here, as long as the special needs is narrowly_.a.n<:l..~p~<:;ifically tailored and has a

------ -----..

~---·

---

programmatic purpose that is reasonable under the circumstances, the state might be ab~
..-----·----······--·.
... ·--· ... -·
. . . . . . . . ..
~

""'

to claim this exception to the warrant requirement. Th~
will argue that based on Sitz
'I
....__

·~-~~

and lidster, the state conduct fell more in line with the cases where the courts found the
'

-

-

~

•

., ••

'

· - " J- ---·-· .,.., -'•'-.-" -·

-'

• •'

.-

- ' · ·'

"

.

,

.,

conduct reasonable and narrowly tailored. The state will likely use an interest balancing
test. The state will argue that based on the amount of drug activity and threat of illegal
immigrants from Mexico, it needed this statute to prevent drugs and other criminal
activity from penetrating the mexico us border.

The state will argue that the need to do these stops [limited in scope and manner under all
the circumstances] that this search is limited in nature due to the special circumstances of
Arizona. The state will furter contend that the statute has been found constitutional and
that this case falls morte in line with the martinez case of border patrols and the sitz case,
which the Court found consitutional. The statute is narrowly tailored [to prvent illegal
immigrants from being in the us 1and the purpose is to make arizona safer.
~-,

Ho~~ver, R wil) argue that this case is more like prouse. He will argue that officer p

"'"··

'---.....--//

,...

_________________

' (c/''

i

.

\

)'
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""

pulled over D 175 miles from the border. The fact that this stop occurred 175 miles from \
the border

ind~·~~;this is.~~t~~-bor~-~r ~~?J:Aarro~lyt~i_lored ~d limited i~ scope bu/

rather that this stop is general crime control. More importantly, this statute grants pqlice
broad discretion. The statute doesn't say what the govt may pull over anyone suspected of
being an illegal immigrant. It would appear, as R will argue, that the statute is designed to

\

/.· y

have a general purpose and not satisfying the reasonableness special needs exception.
,;.

-

···---· _,_. ·-··"

More importantly, R will argue that based on a cost-benefit balancing, the fact that the
govt is not pulling over everyone but only person suspected of being an illegal immigrant
[which could be any person including white pe~QQS] that this statute is unconstitutional
--.

·---- -------

.

~- ~--

----·- ·-

---~~----·----~---

--------

and that the police do not fit within the exception.

It is likely that R would win in this argument. This is not truly a border search {which the

govt has allowed in every case} nor is it a seach narrowly tailored or for a specific
primary

purpo~~Japplying her h~rd pri~ purpose analys~, would likely

conclude that the state would not fit within this exception. Thus, the special needs
exception should likely fail. The state should find another exception to fall under.

The next exception the state could fall under is

to extend past their original 4a constitutional

iT~~ s~op. Te~;~~~~s

have been

foun~ ~

und:;;;inni~gs to protect officer safety a '

crime prevention and control to also apply to drug offenses and vehicles.
r----~

---- --'""'

Th~-~~uld a-;sert that the stop of R's vehicle should fall under the terry stop and frisk
doctrine. Under terry, the police based on their experience and knowledge when they

)
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\

I ....---

hav~reasonable suspici/Jn to believe that crime is afoot may stop that person [even in a

..._________ ___.::...----··-··------ .......

.

---- ..

-- ..

:.---

-- .

car 1to ask questions and either confirm or dispel the officer's suspicions. Even assuming
that the police actions considered a search under the meaning of the 4A, the state may
argue that its activity falls under the terry doctrine.

-

Reasonable suspicion is less demanding than p.c. It is a flexible approach, a consider a
-------~~-·

.----------

the circumstances approach in the position of the offcier at the moment. The stop anf

frisk exception must be based on more than an inchoate, unparticularized hunch that

-----------------~------------

criminal activity is afoot but the officer must be able to point to specific facts and
inferences that justify his intrusion into another's privacy and liberty interests.

Here,

the~a!:_ will argue that based the locality of the officer and the flexibilty of the~~-

V'

terry doctrine, the officer did have the threshold of p.c. to stop Rand ask questions to
confirm or dispewl his suspicions. Although the facts do not state, the office p could ,
\

argue that based on the driving of R and the fact that he was driving a large semi that is \

I

traditionally used to carry drugs, he had reason to believe based on reasonable suspic7
that R was carrying drugs.

-........

'··

Terry stops are based on reasonable suspicion and interest balanci,ng. One needs to
'-

~---------------..

.

balance the interests of the individual against intrusions [privacy/liberty interests] against
those of the govt [promotion of legitimate govt endeavors}. The problem is that with thi/
balancing, it is difficult to outweigh the govt't interest based on one person alone. Maybe
in the aggregate [R could argue this} could R assert that his interests outweigh those of
the govt in stopping illegal immigrants and drug trasport, etc. R would have to assert that
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the 4a is based on legal regulation of the police and that his interests should be
aggregated with society's interest against unreasonable intrusions.

However, R will likely lose this argument. The court in terry stated that the minor and
r---·-------------· .• ..

~·. . /

petty in convenience of a stop and frisk will justify its placement upon society. TKestate'
\

..

~-------------'"'/,/

will argue that the minor intrusion into the privacy interests of an individual justify this
•........__,,_-..~ .......-u·''

police action. )rhe-;tatl-! will argue that this stop was limited in scope [however many

/ y)
/

minutes it took], the officers never coerced or threatened R, the officers weren't
unreasonable in their demeanor, and that this legitimate govt interest in ferretting out
crime trumps R's interests.

Thus, based on interest balancing and reasonable suspciion, the govt will likely win this
argument in court. Courts have been flexible in this doctrine and have allowed police
[especially in reliance on a statute] to use the terry stop doctrine in the car context.
Although the intrusion may have been substantial on R, it was for a legitimate govt
purpose and limited in time, scope, and manner.

)

t1

(Q.,.,~'Vb Assuming that the evidence against R is excluded based on the exclusionary rule, the

,;1;() 0 1 ,

state could argue that it had a good faith reliance on a state statute to perform this kind of
. . __ _ _ _ ___.,..-.........,_,..I_........,.....-...-'<"'-.'t.oi•.h•'"'~""'>-'""'''··--.,·.-(; ..•~.;;"' ..,... -.-"'..-~-'U\..,.;,

act. Similar to Leon [and how we talked about in class that this could have been applied
•

~,_

~•c-"\ .....~·-·..-..·"'~''-'-oot.1.~·.

-~•-

to mincey had leon came sooner] that if officers make good faith reliance on a statute,
they may be able to assert that even if their behavior does not fall within an exception or
police are not acting pursuant to a warrant, that the police in good faith relied on the state
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statute to perform its crime detection/prevention function.

Here, it is not likely that the police may rely on the statute to utilize the good faith
exception. First, the good faith exception to the exclusionary rule usually only applies to
~-~-·

cases where the police have a warrant. Here, the police never acted pursuant to a warrant
nor did the statute get repealed. Unless the statute gets repealed, it is unlikely that the
state can argue that it had good faith reliance on a statute in performing its search and
seizure of R.

Next, assuming that the search and seizure occurred under the traditional framework and
~

.... ._,_ ,... ..... ---~

'-

~ ---- - - - - - - "'<c

,r•

\

police did not have a warrant, scalia has asserted inhoughton his two step arialysis in
\...... '>

- - - ~-·· .-..

determining the reasonableness clause of the 4a. Although the warrant clause and the
reasonableness clause may be read separately, they are inextricably intertwined. Thus, the
factors would include the intrusion on privacy, the govt's interest, enlarging the scope of
the search, objective reasonableness, and efficiency alone is not persuasive. Armed with
this framework, R and the state could make arguments utilizing the reasonableness
analysis under the 4a in assessing the reasonablenesss of the govt conduct.

----------EDIT

R could also argue that assuming the search was illegal, anything that flowed from that
illegal search for the drugs would be inadmissible based on the fruit of th~ poisonous tree
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doctrine ..... .

created to neturalize the inherent
coercivent::ss_gf
p_qlicelnterrogations. Miranda was
'-·
-·- '

--~~

·~·

designed to apprise defendants of their constitutional rights [miranda is interpreted as a
constitutional doctrine a Ia dickerson]. Miranda's purpose stemmed from the unrelentless
interrogation tactics that plauged american law enforcement for decades and Mirands
wanted to dispel any inherent coercion in custodial interrogations. Thus, by putting the
power with the defendant, the defendant could assert and assess the nature of his rights
without being forced, compelled, cajoled, or tricked into making an involuntary [but
admissible confession} before Miranda.

~--'\

R will argue that at the initial stopjof him when officer p utilized the pug dog, h~ i~
_./

·...

·-----~

his right to counsel when he stated abrogado. R
......_______~--~·-

read his miranda rights, he will argue

v

~-·-

w_ilL~T.&~ that
.. .
'\

although he had not been

thaf~.!illabmiguo~
ssserted his right to counsel.
... _._ ___
-~-· ···-~"·•'""

V

Mirandastate,'~thata person may invoke his right to remain silent or right to counsel at) c.---~
any moment and at any time, while or during custodial interrogation.
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Thus, the first i s s u Q

was}~~~."!l!U!Jterr9.,gatioo. for purposes of the Sa

when he wa<> first arrested and he needed to be read his miranda rig~ts".~usiOJfar)

--------

~ _,.....~/

i;'t!fn-ogati~ as defined under Miranda is questioning initiated by law enforCement when
a person is in custody or other deprived ofhis freedom of movement. This was the
...------

~~J····--.

environment that Miranda wanted to dispel the inherent coercion. (::ustody'is
defined
-'-.,- -·

\

( v/1

under berkemer as when a reasonable person would feel that he was not free to leave or
\.,...__ __. ....--~~............-:)'......._-~.-·· ,. . . . .,.- ., .

-·

.

-~-- "-~·--·!,•--·~·,·~--

,,_

.

.

/

/

.

otherwise
not able to terminate the encounter or when someone's movement. is curtailed.
'"
~··--

Here, courts utilize the berkermer factors. factors such as the location, whether it

V

\

haptx:~~? -~private or ~ublic, iso_~ation, etc. it is important to note that custody under th/

4a is not the same under the 5a for purposes of miranda.

Here, R will argue that he was in custody based on the fact that he was not free to leave
[as he was arrested and a reasonable person in the defendant's shoes would feel he
couldn't leave], he was in a public

plac~ on
....

--~--~-----~--~----··-~----

the side of a highway, the factors inherent in er:

custodial arrest in the 4a are present here, and he was

------

~solat~dfrompublic

view

.. -----

somewhat [if the location could be considered desolate}. R will also argue that he was
,/

r~~~~~~ili~spot. ~~wever,teill argue that thi{(~n;_<:~st~dy. One, the

,.

defendant did not appear to be in handcuffs, he was not threatenecror cajoled, the officers(

. v;

spoke in a polite tone. Thus, a court would likely conclude that R intiially was not in
custody when he was not at the side of his truck.

Assuming that he was in custody, the next part of the analysis is whether R was in
mterrogatioq.,,nterrogation is defined under Innis as if there is express questioning or its
'\

•"

•-

.-

~ __.~-------~--~,

..., _ _ , . . . - . - · - · ·

-

+

-

--·

•

•

•

'

'

'

-~---

..,_...,._.

4 -

-~r#w<'•"-'·

"·'··•

···~- 4~----

functional equivalent. Here, it doesn't appear initially there is any questioning from the

I

}
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police nor did the police perform its functional equivalent. Unless other facts come to
light that are not already provided, it does not appear that R was in interrogation. Thus, it
would appear that the police did not have to give Miranda warnings when they initially
arrested R at the truck stop.
\

\

However, later when R arrives at the police station, it would need to be determined if R )
·----....
-··--I
was in cu~ody and interrogation ~?~. .t'!-~a.~<i~ p_urposes and the later sta~:~ents he made/

.. /"~

--·-·-----···-·"·

Here, there is a new line of questioners

v///

·--'-

.

~~!L~~~C::~t-~:()9L2!f~~-~~ and

pleasent. Here, custody [refer above to rule] seems to be present. R will argue that he was
deprived of his movement in a siginficant way [he was booked and presumably believing

J/

that he couldn't leave the police station], he was in an unfamiliar environment, and a
resasonable person would feel that one couldn't leave without legal consequences.

R will also state that he was subject to express questioning or its functional equivalent
..... ·----~-

under Innis. He will state that, utuilzing the biderman factors of coercion, that the police
utilized

~d influence to try and elicit a statement from R. The factors include( V -...J

isol~ti?llc manipul_ation of perceptions, 4eibilbtion of !he defend.ant, etc. H~mld

·

argue that the statements by the dea agents that he would be deported to the southernmost\
tip of mexico unless he told them his sources is exactly the ki.ns.!.s>f~~E.Si()):L~d
compuslion that miranda was designed to prevent. Although this isn't physical abuse, R
would argue that this exerted extreme mental pressure to conform to the views of his
interrogators. R will assert that this questioning was the express questioning of R and
....__._____ ~·----+-•--·

·--·-·,. .

¥

,_,

~

j

thus interrogation. Another big favotr is that the questioning was undertaken by different
officers. Thus, the unfamiliarity with the new officers could create confusion in the mind

)
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of R [another factor going against the state]. R would likely wonder what DEA even
meant and why they were questioning him.
,J',...-......- ~- ~----•. . . .,

The state will argue that R was not in isolation, he was not handcuffed, and the dea
agents were just making small talk from the R to elicit information. They would assert
that they were using lawful police tactics to get info from R and that this behavior from
the police is not only not interrogation but completely lawfuL However, a court would
likely conclude that these statements are express questioning and that the lack of miranda
warnings mean that anything that comes after that point is inadmissible.

Assuming that the statement was admissible, the next issue is whether R would attack the

_,_. ---

e'V~luntariness Of that statement. Voluntariness, as defined by Bram, is anything that
\::--__

•

'-.o,.-~-r-••

_,_...,•',._<'/

-·.~-·~-~-·

--..,,..,,..,,___,'

~it hope or fear or both on'"'"the ....mind
or b<?<!Y.Qf thY <l<:.~_use.~.
.... --· . .
.-----------~

/ __./..-·
(./""
(
_

~

...

·--···

•'-"

---·-·····-------- ....

-'~--··

Miranda was

~

?,... . .,.-·

designed to streamaline the voluntariness standards, but subsequently, since bram has not
been overruled, it is incorporated into miranda and may always be used to attack the
admissibility of statements. Any statement that is involuntary [knowingly intelligent and
voluntarily made] will not come in.
/

...•

~-"····)

H(~l argue that his statement was ~~~ to the dea agents. he will argue that
the statement by the dea agents that d would be deported created fear in the mind of R. R
will argue that under the totality of the cimstances, the fact that R is foreign, in an
unfamiliar environment, feeling pressure and threats ~e.<!_~a agents, R's statement
'

/

should be inadmissible under Bram. More import¥itly, R could argue that his statement
"--···---"-·

•_.<

••.• -

~
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was not knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily

'----------------------------

made.~

was never made aware of his

rights or the right to invoke them at any time [which miranda was designed to do, provide
defendants with the knowledge to assess nature and consequences of invoking and
waiving rights]. Miranda's language would seem to dictate that any cajoling or threats or
trickery on the part of the govt would seem to dispel any notion that the statement made
by the defendant is voluntary. Thus, R would argue that since his first confession is
involuntary, it should not be admitted.
~····--....~

On the other hahd,
the state
will argue that R's statement was voluntary. He spoke
fluent
'·-._ ·.
,,J/
\ ______ _

-----

english [as evidenced by the facts. Additioanlly, the state could rely onliarfan's-~sent in
Miranda that not all custodial interrogations are inherently coercive. Thus, the state

:

/

,._

would argue his act was an act of free will and thus should come in.
I

\

\

~-, {'0:--

However, a court would likely exclude this statement as {I] not the product of

( ,\r

/

voluntariness and {2} for want of Miranda_~_9l'llings because the R was in custody and
-----~

.

"·-

.......~-

........

interrogation and he wad not given his miranda warnings before the confession. Thus, the
first confeession should be thrown out.
--~--

'

'

.·

...... ,,,

__

~

--

.... ~.

\

'

R will)tdditionally support his argument that Bram's language~ broad and his statement ".
. ...~...-//

'····. .....____-~---~-----.. ....

. ....... --~~---· . ..

would prove to be involuntary. Bram goes so far as to say any implied or direct threats or
promises operating on the mind of the accused should be excluded as the product of
involuntariness. R c()uld ill"gue that the threats made by the dea agents were direct threats
at R which would have fear operating on the mind of the accused.

I

'
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The problem with is that R asked for immunity or a deal granting him immunity. R could

~'·.

also use this in support.~~o£-~~~.=~~ng ~r:~~-O:i~? ~1Jt11:JltS!J..:bjJ._~laim that his
statements were involuntary. R could argue that by the dea agents thanking him for his
cooperation and implying that his deal of immunity was granted, that this was hope
operating on the mind of R.

However, this arguement should likely fail. First, the question asking for immunity came
after R made the incriminating statement. Additionally, the state did not promise R
anything. They merely thanked him for the cooperation and let him go on his way. T

The next issue would be to analyze the second confessiort and its admissiblity. Here, R
·~----- ..........,~~~J,-..- ~.,...,_,>;',,

-c'---'.4)'••••-"''"-'l'". __

_,_.,,_c•<. ,_, ..-;

JF-, .,.•.J.

was given back to the initial officers that made the stop. The issue would be again if D
was in custody and interrogation for miranda purposes. Unbeknownst to R,the police
officers were listening to the entire exchange with R and the dea agents. Thus, they had
knowledge of the exchange with R and the dea agents. Here, the police provided R with

·Mrr~da warnings. Invocation, initiation, and waiver will all be an issue now.

Thus, utilzing the analysis from above, it will be assumed for purposes of this analysis
that custody and interrogation are present. Thus, the next issue is whether the warnings
given toR were effectively given to apprise R of his rights to counsel and his right to
remain silent and of the continuing opportunity to exercise these rights. The difference
with 5a privilege is that the miranda warnings may be invoked at any time, even after a
waiver whereas the 5a privilege may be waived forever if not asserted immediately.

~
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if R truly was appraised of his Miranda rights. The purpose of

Miranda is to provide defendants with the opportunity to understand their rights, the
continuous opportunity to exercise it, and the nature of the rights as well as the
consequences of foregoing the rights.

R could argue that he invoked his right to counsel the moment the police pulled him over
and arrested him. R stated to the officers abrogado in spanish and it appears that officer P
understood spanish well enough to comprehend the word. The issue would be whether h~"\

l

effectively and unambiguously asserted his right to counsel at the initial encounter at thy
truck between officer P and R.

:'R-~llf argue that since P speaks fluent spanish, abrogado is unambigous and means that

V

he wants a lawyer. Thus, if it could be interpreted as unambiguous, miranda requires that
the procedure is clear when a defendant invokes their right to counsel. The police must ''':
halt questioning and cease the interrogation for 14 days [Shatzer]. Here, R will state that

J

he unabvmiguously asserted his right to counsel immediately [although the warnings had
not already been provided].
'"/

Tlle;t;~~]ill assert that the inv9c~ion wa&!~arly_a~big_uouJThe rule states that any (v)
'-..-_.,...,,.....'

"··-~-----·~

'

invocation that is ambiguous is resolved in favor of the state. It is unclear from the facts
whether R truly unambiguously invoked his right to counsel, but I would venture to say
,...------~----

------···· ·-···-···~ --·····-· ······-'

that a court would conclude that R did assert his right counsel and the police needed to
weight until r wa.;; provided an opportunity to have counsel present during interrogation
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or when he had the chance to talk to an attorney. The shatzer 14 day rule would be
appropriate.

Assuming that he didn't unaambiguously assert his right to counsel, the next question
would be if the miranda ~s were cle.aJ_Jl_t the second "interrogation" with officers Q

---------------------

. an<!,pJhe facts aren't clear, but it appears that the miranda warnings were effective.
Thus, as long as the statement is voluntary, the statement should be admissible against R.

Here, it appears that seibert and patane would be beneficial in the anlaysis: Seibert stales
the principle of the cat is out of the bag. That means that when the police use the question
first and mirandize later technique, the later miranda warning must be just as effective or

y·.

at least have its functional equivalent of apprising R of his rights.
, •.--~---...

H~~, ~~~~.U!~th-~~ .th~ polc!e shouldl1~v~-~<?J9 .him tlwt .th~ previou~> ~ta.t~l)]~J!~~ay
be inadmissible and asked R if he would still like to talk with them. R will assert that the
officers already heard his previous confession and that they: had ·specialkilowledge'!of R's t~-_....-r
--

--.----~-"

·-. '-"-

---

~

'·

- .

"·--...:,;.,, s

·-

-·

'

. '•

-~.c,.-.-..~---""""

belief in his immunity. R should continue to argue that since he was not previously
mirandized and that the next miranda warnings did not effectively apprise him of the
nature of the rights and the consequences of abandoning them, that the statement is
inadmissible and should not be an effective waiver.

Miranda places a heavy burden on police to assert that a defendant voluntarily waived his
miranda rights. Miranda established a high threshold for the state to meet its burden that
the defedant knowingly, intelligently, and volutnarily waived his miranda rights and
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additionally that the defendant knew clearly the consequences of his actions.

)

~---

The s1~Jm argue that it should be able to meet its burden. One, it Mirandized the
defendant and effectively gave the defendant the nature of his rights. The state will argue
that based on the crime control model, courts shouldn't inhibit value police tactics in
itnerrogating criminals in a non-coercive and non-compulsion manner. The state will
argue that the later miranda warnings were effective and that they apprised the defendant
of his rights.

However, R wi!J argue that since the state would reasonably assume that R velieved he
'-·-•c .. .. /·

•.. ·-··-·---.

had_imm~nity, the state had special_krl~~!~dg~-~~his previous confession, and R alread~/

let the cat out of the bag, the statement was-not a voluntary waiver. R should argue that
·--~-~

....

_

the state had not met its burden of proof. Especially in a situation like this, it appears that
the officers used trickery and deceit to coerce this confession out of R. By not telling R
that the previous confession might not be useful and asking him again if he still wanted to
talk, R could argue that this minor technicality should have been followed. As Stevens /
'
and sotomayor have stated in their recent dissents, a criminal justice system that utilizes
i

confessions as a way of criminal proseucution will suffer morally. Additioanlly, a system
of justice that thrives on coercion and confessions to drive the criminal proseuction
system should suffer at the hands of the citizenry. Confessons: how trustworthy are the
confessions ?

,
(

!...--')
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It is likely that R would win in this argument and that his confessions should be excluced.
Based on the special knowledge of the interrogators about his previous confession, this
was the conduct miranda was designed to prevent.

